
Winnipeg Youth Volleyball League – Game Format 

 

The game formats that will be used during match play will vary slightly during the season with the 

intention of providing the players with the best opportunities to improve their skills and understanding 

of the game.  We want to emphasize that the match play is an opportunity to apply the skills learned 

during the training sessions to become a better and more confident player.   

Volleyball is a late specialization sport. At the early stages of development, the goal of any match play 

should be about creating as many rally opportunities as possible.  The majority of points in volleyball are 

scored from a rally but at the developmental levels, the majority of points are scored off of the serve. 

For the first 2 weeks of game play, all grade 6-7 and grade 8-9 teams will use the triple ball style of game 

play. Points will be awarded for each ball that is put into play.  We want to build a foundation where the 

players can practice all of the skills during game.  The grade 6-7 division will continue with the triple ball 

format for the remainder of the program and it is our intent to have the grade 8-9 division transition 

away from the triple ball format after the first 2 weeks.  Any decisions on the format of game play will 

be made with the best interests of the players in mind. 

 

Rules:  

Please see the link “Triple Ball Rules” for the sequence and rules guiding play.   

We will use some rule modifications in the areas of: 

Substitutions:   Both levels. When a team rotates to serve, a new player enters into the middle back 

position and the player who last served will rotate out of the game.  Players will continue this rotation 

pattern for the entire match.  Players are encouraged to start the next set in the position that they just 

finished in the previous set. There will be no other form of substitution allowed. 

Timeouts:  Both levels. There will be no timeouts allowed. 

Duration of Match Play:  Both levels. Each match will consist of 4 - 10 minute running time sets. In the 

event that time runs out during a rally, that rally will be completed.  The score at the end of the 10 

minute set is final. If it ends in a tie it remains a tie.  A match is over at the conclusion of the fourth set, 

no tiebreaking set will be played. Teams will have 2 minutes to change sides in between sets.  

Entering a tossed ball: Triple ball game play only. Team leaders will toss the ball over the net to the 

opposing team from their own side of the court.  This will allow for the team leader to help guide the 

rotation on their own side.  When tossing the ball, the team leader may enter the court to create a 

better angle to toss the ball. The ball should be tossed underhand to the middle back player on the 

opposite side of the net at about mid court.  Should the ball not be tossed accurately, the leader can call 

for a re-toss on themselves.  An accurate toss can be considered one that lands within 1 step in front of 

or to either side of the player.  A toss that travels over the head of the player or a toss that can only be 

played with the hands (set) should be replayed.  Not all tossed balls will result in a clean contact. If a 



direct error occurs, that is ok.  If a player passes the tossed ball directly over the net to the opposing side 

the rally will continue.  

Contacting the tossed ball from the team leader:  Triple ball game play only. The ball tossed over the 

net from the team leader must be played with an underhand contact (bump). If the ball is played with 

the hands (set) the toss should be replayed.  

Contacting the served ball or any other ball during the rally:  By Volleyball Canada rules, players at 

grades 6-7 and grade 8-9 must receive the serve using an underhand contact and this should be 

encouraged as much as possible.  However, players at this stage may not have the skills to read the 

speed and direction of a serve consistently so in the interest of safety, a player may play the ball with an 

overhand action without penalty if that appears to be their only option.  

 

 

 

 

 


